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Loss Leaders
We explore New Zealand’s
world-leading Colony Loss
Survey & meet the team
behind it
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Now is the Winter of Our
Discontented Bees
With nearly a third of all registered beekeepers taking part, New
Zealand’s Colony Loss Survey is in a league of own, compared to other
similar surveys carried out all over the world. NIGEL COSTLEY caught
up with those behind the world-leading concept to find out how it
came to be and how beekeepers’ high levels of participation is creating
a valuable resource, for now and the future.

It’s a doddle really. It took me just 10 minutes to fill in last winter’s
Colony Loss Survey.
Admittedly I had a simple operation of only three quite small
apiaries, but this ease of use helps to explain why New Zealand’s
survey has the highest participation rate (32% of all registered
beekeepers) among the 30 countries involved by some margin.
Alarmed by high winter beehive deaths to such mystery diseases
as Colony Collapse Disorder, beekeepers world-wide have
joined forces to monitor and analyse these losses. Many factors
are at play: diminishing range of bee forage, disease incursion,
beekeeper practices, and the use of agricultural chemicals. The
accumulated effect of these factors is largely unknown.
Centered in the University of Bern, Switzerland, COLOSS (Honey
Bee Research Association) was formed to standardise the surveys
so the data can be studied and compared internationally.
Through the agency of Manaaki Whenua, Landcare Research
joined this scheme in 2015 with its own annual loss survey. New
Zealand has adapted the COLOSS survey to suit its own needs, so
ours is not strictly a COLOSS survey, hence the name NZ Colony
Loss Survey. Using the tools of econometrics, the survey’s designer

Pike Stahlmann-Brown,
designer and director of
the Colony Loss Survey.

and director is Landcare Research’s principal economist, Pike
Stahlmann-Brown.
“If statistics is about describing data in a useful way, then
econometrics can be thought of as a sub-field that is especially
concerned with causality,” he says.
Once collected, the survey’s data is then presented in pie
graphs and histograms, which show at a glance the frequency in
percentage terms of each factor under scrutiny.
As the survey is internet-based, huge quantities of data can
be collected and new lines of enquiry pursued that would be
completely unworkable in a paper-based system. The widespread
up-take of the survey has implications beyond the statistical
appeal of dealing in big numbers. It is a reflection of a broadrange of beekeepers’ views and experiences.
“These days there’s the danger of an echo chamber effect –
only like-to-like groups talking to each other, but this opens up
information from the whole beekeeping community,” StahlmannBrown says.
HOW THE SURVEY HAS DEVELOPED
When the survey was launched six years ago it followed the
international pattern, but the researchers quickly realised the
need to adapt it to New Zealand conditions, such as accounting
for giant willow aphid, which isn’t an issue in other countries.
Certain core questions have been retained in order to make valid
international comparisons, but many questions have been ‘Kiwiized’ to reflect our environment and follow up on the participants’
answers. Hence the 2020 survey drills down into the reported
causes of death in much greater depth. There are only six extra
questions though, so the survey is still quick and easy to do.
While the ultimate goal is to find the cause of hive death, a
considerable amount of background data has to be collected
too, including regional location, size of operation, environmental
conditions, type of honey flow, and various beekeeping
procedures.
In discussing the different categories of hive death attributed
by beekeepers, the researchers are at pains to stress these are
the perceived causes. We all know that even with a very thorough
inspection, it is often unclear exactly what killed a particular
hive. In attributing cause of death, queen problems and varroa
are by far the most commonly reported factors. Evidence can be
deceptive though, an irregular brood pattern, for example, can be
caused by nosema as well as a defective queen.
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FROM QUESTION ONE
The survey begins by clearly identifying who is filling in the
questionnaire – owner or apiary manager. The survey suggests
that ideally it is the apiary manager that does the survey for the
hives they have handled. It then asks for the email address of
those managers so they can be approached directly to complete
the survey, a potentially important issue in the accuracy of
reporting for a big operation.
As queen problems are implicated as the greatest cause of
hive death (3.7% of all hives surveyed), this topic is now covered
in more detail. For instance, did your hives go into winter with
a new (autumn) queen? Did you use breeder queens or did you
raise them yourself? Even the method of re-queening – cage or
cell – is explored.
“For this part we needed to talk to the queen breeders to ensure
we got the language right,” Stahlmann-Brown says.
After queen issues, varroa is the next most commonly attributed
cause of death (3.5%), so there are several questions seeking
specifics on mite monitoring, and treatment regimes.
The next most common attributions of death is starvation.
Wasps and robbing are under 1%, and suspected death from
chemicals is infrequently reported (0.1% of all hives surveyed).
There are questions on feeding and supplements and you
can record any apiaries that you think were compromised by

over-crowding. The survey concludes with a snapshot of the
participants’ experience, training and most importantly, their
source of technical information – questions which have been
included, in part, to augment a similar study being undertaken
in Europe.
IMPROVING BEEKEEPING PRACTICES
There is some anecdotal evidence that the survey is improving
beekeepers’ record keeping, Stahlmann-Brown says.
“A very large beekeeping operation has changed how they
record their own data to more closely follow the survey because
they found it a useful way to categorize losses.”
Even the prospect of filling in the survey should make
beekeepers more perceptive and careful in recording their
observations.
Once the data is collected and the survey closes in early
November, algorithms looking for outliers are produced. In trying
to find the story for that particular season there are ongoing
conversations with beekeepers, particularly with those who throw
up strikingly unusual results.
By late January, with the follow-ups completed, a draft
report is written. Considerable work is required to get the
graphics presentable and the survey is published in autumn
after close vetting.
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WHERE TO FROM HERE?
The questionnaire will continue to evolve, going even deeper
into such issues as varroa monitoring. So promising is this line
of enquiry, that New Zealand’s questions may be adopted by
other countries.
As to interpretation of the results, there are a couple of scientific
papers in the works.
“Phil Lester [of Victoria University of Wellington] has a new PhD
student who will be using anonymised survey data to follow trends.
She’ll be looking at varroa in particular, which I think is the perfect
use for data like this,” Stahlmann-Brown says.
All six annual surveys taken since 2015 can be found on
the Landcare Research website. They can be easily accessed,
read, discussed with colleagues and compared to a beekeepers
own situation.
There’s a lot of information to grapple with and analysing the
results would make a great ‘citizen science’ initiative for a bee club
where trends are explored and promising leads followed up. The
worse that could happen is a few wild goose chases, but it would
encourage evidence-based discussion of bee health.
New Zealand’s Colony Loss Survey provides a sturdy baseline
which would be vital in gauging the effect of any radical changes,
such as the incursion of a new pathogen. Whatever else, given the
expertise of those involved and continued beekeeper compliance,
the survey provides valuable knowledge to combat whatever the
beekeeping gods throw at us.
Results of the 2020 Colony Loss Survey can be found here.
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The Col-Loss Team
Three beekeeper-scientists work closely with Pike Stahlmann-Brown
in running the annual Colony Loss Survey.

Hayley Pragert is a senior advisor at
Biosecurity New Zealand, MPI. She
is part of the Surveillance and
Incursion Investigation group
based in Auckland, working
on bee health, pests and
diseases. She has worked in
Australia in bee biosecurity and
has a MSc in entomology, focused
on varroa control.
Pragert believes that the survey promotes itself, but adds a note
of warning by pointing out that the participation rate slipped
a little between 2019 and 2020 (36% to 32%). She liaises with
many beekeepers on how the survey should be developed - what
questions to pursue and what questions can be safely ditched.
There are some interesting regional variations in attributions
of hive death: in 2019, approximately 0.8% of all colonies in the
upper North Island and the lower South Island were estimated
to have been lost to wasps. While in the middle South Island
reporting of losses due to wasps are low, just 0.2%.

As to speculating on why our losses are generally lower than
other countries, Pragert’s experiences beekeeping in Australia
leads her to suspect the adverse effects of migratory beekeeping.
“Compared to the Australians we have a greater diversity of
floral sources and less migratory beekeeping, it’s a well-known
stressor on beehives,” she says.
She is quick to credit the survey’s success to Stahlmann-Brown.
“Pike does all the heavy lifting: follow up interviews, the analysis
and writing the reports. The survey is going to keep developing – it
helps to tell the story of NZ beekeeping.”
Dr Richard Hall is a senior scientist at
Biosecurity New Zealand, MPI. Based in
Upper Hutt, he works on the laboratory
detection of diseases and pests
affecting honey bees. He has a
diverse scientific background,
working on livestock genetics,
genomics, and the study of infectious
diseases in humans and animals. He
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has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Otago, and is
also a registered medical laboratory scientist.
As to the high rate of beekeeper participation Hall says,
“beekeepers just want to be heard - they feel a sense of
responsibility”.
He believes the health of the bees is inextricably intertwined
with the health of the beekeeper. Attempts to measure this
subjective relationship is made in the section on beekeeper
views where lifestyle, biosecurity, environment and economics can
be ranked on a scale of one to five.
Hall is impressed by Kiwi beekeepers’ high rate of literacy
regarding disease. “Clearly varroa is the big broad-brush issue, but
the survey can be used for teasing out more specific issues such as
why they chose a particular treatment regime. Larger operations
often cite scientific publications as their source of information.”
The team was encouraged to find that some of the survey’s
results were corroborated by other studies, such as the Bee
Pathogen Programme which ran from 2016-19, closely scrutinising
a selection of apiaries with laboratory sampling for a whole raft
of conditions.
“We found the level of supplementary feeding in this cohort was
similar to that of the Colony Loss Survey of 2019,” Hall says.
Nearly all beekeepers, 96.2%, with more than 250 colonies used
supplemental sugar during the 2018/19 season, an identical figure
to the previous season.

Dr Oksana Borowik is a commercial
beekeeper and scientist based in
the Coromandel, with a special
interest in honey bee health
and queen breeding. She
holds a PhD in molecular
phylogenetics from the
University of Toronto. She
is a member of the ApiNZ
Science and Research Focus
Group and is on the advisory
team of MPI’s Bee Pathogen
Programme. She is the Regional
Coordinator for COLOSS Oceania.
She stresses the survey’s social benefits.
“It brings beekeepers together – sometimes they don’t talk to
each other – so it’s good to know that others share the same
problems. Their answers give direction for further research and
they can compare and contrast their results with others.”
Liaising with beekeepers internationally, she thinks other
countries may find the NZ experience helpful.
“Pike and I attended the International COLOSS Conference
2019 in Montreal. The common theme from overseas colleagues
was how impressed they were at buy-in from so many Kiwi
beekeepers.”
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SMARTER BEEKEEPING

What
are others
saying
about
MyApiary?

“I’m using
MyApiary because
it is easy to use and
its reporting and
scheduling features
save me anywhere
from 6 to 8 hours a
week.”
Johnathan Milner - Rainbow Honey

Rainbow Honey have hives spread frrom
the West Coast to the Marlborough Sounds,
hear what Johnathan has to say.
Visit us at: MyApiary.com

Call us at: 07 3910039
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How do our
Losses Compare?
Given the enormous variation in beekeeper practices and environments,
comparisons with other countries comes with a caution. Each country has
its particular advantages and disadvantages. You could say New Zealand
is lucky in that we don’t yet have some of the pests and diseases found in
other countries. While other countries may not have some of the adverse
factors faced by Kiwi beekeepers, such as regions of over-crowding.

On this basis our losses are better than the EU average of 14.5%
and the participation rate is in a class of its own.
However, our performance has deteriorated. The overall winter
loss for 2020 was 11.3%, meaning NZ lost approximately 99,150
colonies. This loss rate is statistically higher than at any time since
winter colony losses were first measured in 2015. Had loss rates
persisted at 2015’s lower levels, researchers estimate that there
would have been 25,709 fewer colony deaths during winter 2020.

Americans have suffered some of the worse winter losses in
recent years – over 30% – but their system reports the whole
year’s loss, both winter and summer. On the face of it this seems
a good idea, in that spring losses are not accounted for in our
system and beekeepers frequently claim they can be more
severe than winter losses. However, the American system created
added confusion in the simple business of defining the change
of seasons in a country with such huge climatic variation.

COMPARISON WITH EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
FOR 2018/19 SEASON
Country

Estimated % of beekeepers represented

Overall Winter % Loss

Bulgaria

>1% (only 34 respondents)

5.8

Denmark

17

9.8

Finland

8

6.3

Germany

8

14.8

Ireland

13

10.7

Netherlands

19

12.1

Scotland

16

18.9

Sweden

14

11.4

Spain

>1%

24.5

EU Overall

4

14.5

NZ

36

10.4
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UNDER THE MICROSCOPE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DNATURE

Resistance Explained,
Beekeepers Urged to Act
Despite beekeepers voicing concerns for several years, varroa’s
genetic resistance to miticide treatments in New Zealand has not yet
been proven. Dnature diagnostics and research technical director
John Mackay’s lab has carried out resistance tests on hundreds of
New Zealand varroa mites. He explains to Apiarist’s Advocate the
methods used and how there is much more that beekeepers could,
and should, be doing if they suspect miticide resistance.
For New Zealand beekeepers the problem of effectively managing
varroa within their hives is intensifying. Virus loadings appear to
have surged in bees in many parts of country this year, leading
to unhealthy colonies and increased death rates. The varroa
mite which vectors those viruses is almost certainly to blame,
with some beekeepers expressing concern that mite resistance
to flumethrin and fluvalinate, the active chemicals in common
autumn treatments Bayvarol and Apistan respectively, could be
to blame.

clean the hive out and carry on, then you have no options left,”
Mackay says.
Two of the mite samples provided to dnature this year, one
from the upper South Island and one from North Canterbury, saw
the lab test about 50 mites for the three known gene mutations
causing resistance – none had the mutations and therefore were
unlikely to be resistant. Further sequencing of the particular gene
region also failed to show any DNA differences that would suggest
resistance.

Despite these concerns, leading lab dnature has had only a
handful of varroa mite samples supplied to them this season to
test for resistance by concerned beekeepers, some in conjunction
with treatment manufacturer Elanco (formerly Bayer). That is a
problem, and it is beekeepers who need to get the ball rolling.
“If you suspect something has not worked, the treatment
manufacturers are clamoring out to hear from you,” Mackay says.
While tests on New Zealand’s mites may not have identified any
gene mutations which would signal treatment resistance so far,
no such discoveries will be possible unless beekeepers take action
when they suspect resistance.
“If you think, where have all my bees gone? Well, if you have 10
left, chuck them in a jar and put them in your freezer, then work
out what you are going to do. You don’t have to send them to us
or MPI, if you don’t want to, but you have options if you have the
bees, and more specifically the varroa, in the freezer. If you just

HOW DOES THE TEST WORK?
Dnature has two types of resistance testing available to them.
The commonly used probe test described overseas, which has
identified traits of resistance in Europe and North America, costs
about $4000 to carry out.
The second option is through a new method dnature developed
using snapback high resolution melting analysis which required
dnature to create reagents specific to the varroa mutations being
tested for. It is a much cheaper, but time-consuming design
process. Luckily, this is something Mackay has a passion for.
“Some people like doing sudoku, I like designing these
technically challenging DNA assays. It is extremely weird, but it is
what it is,” he quips.
Mackay describes the mutations which both tests are looking for
as a “lock and key” situation, located in the sodium channel gene
of the mite’s DNA. The chemical, be it in Bayvarol or Apistan, is

An example of the make up of a voltage gated sodium channel in a varroa mite’s DNA, where the star marks
where a miticide chemical might bind and act as the “key” to the channel’s “lock”, causing paralysis and death.
Reference: González-Cabrera J. et al., 2013.
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the key, while the lock is a pocket in the mite’s genetic makeup to
which the chemical slots in.
“The chemicals act against that sodium channel and stop nerve
signals being transmitted, which paralyses and kills the mite.”
However, where resistance has been found overseas, it has been
due to a change, or mutation, to the “lock” portion of the mite’s
sodium channel resulting in the chemical “key” no longer fitting.
Therefore, nerve signals continue to be transmitted and paralysis
and death fails to occur – aka resistance.
The first occurrence of resistance to flumethrin and fluvalinate
was found in Europe in 2013, which was followed by two other
mutations discovered in United States of America in 2015. Now all
three mutations span both continents and it is these changes to
the mite’s sodium channels that dnature has been testing for.

The sequence of a varroa mite’s DNA where
miticide resistance (specifically, synthetic
pyrethroid) has been found internationally,
and the types of mutations (in red).
Reference: González-Cabrera J. et al., 2016.

NEW ZEALAND SPECIFIC MUTATIONS?
Scientists describe the makeup of DNA in terms of a long list of
thousands of letters, and it is in one specific three letter sequence
in the varroa mite’s sodium channel where the combination of
these letters determines resistance.
“Normal, susceptible mites that will be killed by the chemical
treatment have the make-up of CTG, but if they mutate to GTG,
ATG or ATA then any of those last three will confer resistance. They
are the only mutations that we know of, from Europe and America,
that have a strong correlation and causation to varroa resistance
to pyrethroids,” Mackay explains.
Could New Zealand’s mites be developing a mutation elsewhere
though? Somewhere in the DNA chain entirely different to the
mites found in North America or Europe?
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“That is the main region it has been seen, not just in varroa but
in other mites and ticks. That doesn’t rule out there being another
mutation somewhere else, but it would be highly unlikely. We are
looking at it though. We have sequenced a larger region of DNA
this year, about 170 letters, to cover that whole span and we have
not found any mutations,” Mackay says.
Looking further requires sequencing larger regions or indeed the
entire sodium channel gene, something dnature plan to do with
their varroa samples, or in collaboration with other researchers.
Because New Zealand beekeepers, in comparison to North
America, have been good at rotating between chemical families
in their varroa treatments, mutations should be slower to develop
here. This makes it more likely that the resistance tests currently
used are focusing on the correct portion of the DNA sequence,
Mackay believes.
“While we have a lot of bees, Europe and America still have
plenty more. If all the mutations there are targeted to those
three letters, it is hard to believe that New Zealand would be that
special.”
WHAT NOW?
So, what can beekeepers do to try and determine varroa
resistance or not? Besides industry coming up with funding to
carry out a greater level of testing, there are three tasks which
beekeepers should be doing if they suspect resistance to any of
their varroa treatments: mite monitoring, Pettis tests, and freezing
mites for potential testing.

Beekeepers who are not regularly mite monitoring to determine
varroa counts are fighting the mite one handed, Mackay believes.
“No measurement, no management. If you don’t know what is
going on, you have that hand tied behind your back.”
The Pettis phenotype test is also a valuable tool which Mackay
says very few Kiwi beekeepers are using, as far as he knows.
It involves subjecting a small amount of bees to the miticide
in question in an enclosed space, and assessing the level of
effectiveness, as detailed here or in the appendix of Goodwin &
Taylor’s Control of Varroa book for New Zealand beekeepers.
“There is a bit of work to understand the Pettis test, but once
beekeepers have it they would be away.”
Those methods of monitoring mites and treatments are useful
tools, but at the end of the day beekeepers need to be taking
action by working with manufactures of miticide products and at
the very least taking mites and bee samples, not just talking about
resistance.
“People fall into the habit of saying ‘the chemicals don’t work’.
If you suspect that is the case, then Elanco want to hear from you
and they will investigate. If you can’t produce any varroa, what can
you expect them to do though?” Mackay says.
“Put them in the freezer and then work out what you are going
to do. If beekeepers want to know what is happening, they need to
help themselves a bit.”
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Sean Goodwin, Harry
Woods and James Annabell
talk international honey
markets on stage at the
Apiculture New Conference
in Rotorua in June.
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Manuka Market
Insights
An on-stage discussion between international honey marketing experts at the
Apiculture New Zealand conference in June gave beekeepers in the audience a look
into the factors impacting the international honey trade. In the first instalment
of a two-part series recapping the conversation between 100% Pure New Zealand
general manager Sean Goodwin, Manuka Health chief commercial officer Harry
Woods and Egmont Honey founder and chief executive officer James Annabell, we
recap their analysis of the manuka honey market following a year like no other,
thanks to surging demand from international consumers.
There’s no doubt about it, while Covid-19 has brought a wave of
death, illness, uncertainty, disruption and logistical chaos to the
world, it has also seen consumers alter their buying patterns –
including a jump in manuka honey sales.
The topic of Covid-19 and what it has meant to the manuka honey
market, as well as the ongoing ramifications, was a central part of
the honey experts’ discussion in Rotorua.
“What we did see is significant increases in immediate demand
in the retail space, then we saw the exports pick up after that,”
Woods said of Manuka Health’s honey sales since the onset of the
global pandemic in early 2020.
Annabell had hoped that the 2020 boom in sales was “the
new normal”, but “come the new calendar year things returned
to normal across the board, from supermarkets to health food
stores,” he said.
Woods is optimistic that come 2022 demand will pick up
again though.
“A lot of product purchased in that first Covid spike in 2020
or towards the back end of the year, is probably still sitting
on shelves, in logistics centres, or in people’s cupboards. Our
assessment at the moment tells us there is probably not more
consumption on a daily basis, but people have stocked up on
product. That is a good thing in the end, we just need to move
through the inventory sitting in the market,” Woods explained.
“My outlook is that probably through to December of this year
demand might be flat. From there, as the world moves closer
to normality, after Covid restrictions ease and consumers start
coming back to stores, that we should see another lift next year.”

GROWING MARKETS
All three exporters agreed there was a need to try to expand
manuka honey markets, but that it was an expensive exercise.
Goodwin pointed out that most of the surge in manuka honey
exports went to the top four markets.
“It appears as though we are just selling more and more honey
in existing channels,” Goodwin said.
“Europe, North America, China and Japan are all great markets
because the consumers understand health and wellness products,
they are looking for natural alternatives, they have the disposable
income to afford our great products and the retail environment is
well set up,” Woods explained.
“They are markets that work for our product. It will take time to
develop other markets, just because of the type of market this is.”
Egmont Honey has grown their business substantially in recent
years, by focusing on exporting a range of honeys, not just
manuka. Annabell said one way to generate high-end manuka
honey consumers is through an introduction to the product
through lower-grade honeys, and therefore he believed multifloral
manuka honey should continue to hold a place within New
Zealand’s export definition.
“We are consumer led. The consumer tells us and our markets
prove it, there is a market for $10 multifloral manuka honey on the
supermarket shelf.
“People buy the multi, then they trade up to the mono once they
have done a bit of research on it. Through that Covid boom, one
retailer said they went from 30% online to 70% online, but the
product bought was mono. They traded up because they wanted
the immunity properties,” Annabell said.
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THE NEXT MGO…
There is significant room for growth in the manuka honey market,
Goodwin believed.
“Awareness and attraction of manuka honey is still incredibly
low,” the 100% Pure New Zealand Honey GM explained.
“Where we get that penetration, then the conversion tends to
be pretty good. It is not the type of product where the consumer
dips in and out periodically. They either buy into the concept of
preventative wellness and are using it all the time, or they don’t.
The question is, who is breaking that ground? Whose job is it?
“In all the other primary sectors there is a role for the industry to,
at least, be out there flag waving, creating awareness and leading
the brands to compete at a level based on a New Zealand Story or
whatever it might be.”
Woods carried on that theme, saying “we need to make sure
we are all investing to create awareness”, while also stressing the
importance of finding the next “unlock” for the category.
“We need to find the next MGO, because that was about
12 years ago. We need another one of those and we need to
understand consumers and continue to invest,” the Manuka Health
marketer reinforced.
ALIGNING
On the subject of rating systems, the trio on stage were aligned
in their belief that more unity was required. Currently all three
executives boast both UMF and MGO ratings on their respective
honey labels.

“We need to get our rating system aligned. I firmly believe that.
From a marketing point of view, I don’t care what it is, but we need
to have one and be singing the same tune,” Woods said.
Goodwin believes that determining a primary manuka honey
rating system and definition to move forward with will be essential
in fighting off the threat of Australian “manuka” honey in what is
an increasingly blurred market.
“The genie is out the bottle and it is not going back in, but we
don’t need 200 different brands. We don’t need confusion around
what is manuka, what is mono, what is multi, what is MGO versus
K-factor. We need some degree of certainty,” Goodwin said.
A ROSY FUTURE?
Whether it be capitalising on a Covid-induced surge in demand,
trying to push into new markets, solidify existing markets,
searching for the next “unlock” through research, or striving to
attain a semblance of unity between honey packers, there is work
to be done in the manuka honey market place if it is to reach its
potential. Woods, Annabell and Goodwin all agree that the future
has great potential though – and putting a figure on how large the
export market could be was folly, but it could be bigger.
“Our outlook is very, very positive in the medium to long term,”
Woods said.
“We produce an amazing product and the world’s consumers
are looking for healthy products to live a better life. Manuka honey
fits perfectly in that space. So, we are still confident that in the
long-term strong demand is out there in the market.”
Next month, in part two of the market discussion recap, we will
go beyond manuka honey to get a range of thoughts on the wider
New Zealand honey market, insights into the cost of breaking into
new markets, and advice for building beekeeper-honey packer
relations.
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Exploring the Alternative
– building sustainable
market opportunities
With honey stacking up inside beekeepers’ sheds all around New Zealand,
experienced honey exporter JOHN HARTNELL offers a potential solution…
Much has been said about the manuka honey industry. It has
been a wonderful success story and for the first 20 years under
supply and over demand saw prices climb on an annual basis.
It was a win-win situation for both the beekeeper and the export
packer, and this success was held up as a key primary sector
product. Many can remember the government targeting product
sales of $1billon per annum as part of their primary sector
growth package.
However, this success and some over exuberant media profiling
raised beekeeping as the next go to industry, and yes, they
certainly came. The industry recorded a massive growth in
beekeepers and hive numbers. Many were passionate hobbyists,
but a growing number hit the ground running as commercial
beekeepers. As a result, production of manuka honey began to
climb and gradually it surpassed market demand.
THE NUMBERS
Today, we have close to 9000 beekeepers and 900,000 beehives
in New Zealand. Production of honey has risen from 6,000 metric
tonne annually in the early 1990s to record levels today of between
20,000 and 25,000MT. This is an estimate only as 7,500 hobby
beekeepers who consume, barter or trade their product makes it

John Hartnell. The experienced
honey exporter thinks New Zealand
manuka honey producers should
explore the option of partnering with
off-shore packers to help alleviate the
supply and demand imbalance faced by
the New Zealand honey industry.

extremely difficult to quantify their output.
But here is the crunch…we record annual honey sales, both
domestic and export, at no more than 16,000 per annum. You may
well ask; do we have a problem? and the simple answer is, yes.
Annual production far exceeds current sales, and we face the
reality that stocks held in beekeeper’s sheds could equate to two
or more years annual production and are growing, unless we hit
a poor season and a crop failure. Could this happen? Yes, but the
geographic spread of hives across the country makes this a lessor
risk than it was in the early years when targeting manuka honey
was very regionally focussed.
WHAT CAN WE DO?
The export packer prefers all manuka to be packaged in
New Zealand. This is a sound strategy…for them, and it does
provide strong quality assurance for the “NZ Manuka Honey”
brand. The problem is, the current market, both domestically
and internationally, does not consume/purchase the annual
manuka crop.
Over production means there are winners and losers. Those
beekeepers with strong ties to the export packer network will sell
a portion of their production and maintain a cash flow for their
business, however there are many new entrants who do not have
these historical associations and have no opportunity to place
their product.
Their strategy, and understandably so, is to look to international
markets for their production in bulk form. For many packers “bulk”
is a dirty word, but as a beekeeper without an alternative it can
be a business lifeline and accordingly this trade is growing. The
question is, how we protect the integrity of the NZ Manuka Honey
brand when we pass the packing and marketing responsibility to a
packer and marketer in another country.
Understanding these dynamics, what should the industry
strategy be and how might we go about it while always keeping in
mind the key understanding that the integrity of the NZ Manuka
Honey brand and strong quality guidelines must be delivered
consistently on behalf of the industry throughout the world?
One option that requires serious consideration is an alliance
between the NZ manuka honey industry, and a reputable
international packer in each primary world market. Take Europe as
an example.
The European market is huge, it has a massive population base,
sophisticated distribution networks and a consumer base which
eats honey…probably a good start. The duty on NZ honey into
Europe is 17.3%. It is far cheaper from a product perspective to pay
this duty on a drum than in an added value consumer pack. Add
to that freight efficiency, particularly when international markets
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prefer glass than PET plastic, and the numbers start to stack up.
Nett product delivery per container in bulk is far more
cost effective.
WHAT SHOULD WE DO?
I believe it is time for the industry to consider forming strategic
joint venture relationships with one or more of the reputable
European honey packers.
Why? They are very experienced in their target markets.
They have established relationships and brand exposure to the
European retail sector. They know honey and the importance
of brand protection and quality. They operate at a scale which
makes our current surplus production pale in comparison and …
it makes bloody good sense.
WHAT WOULD THIS MEAN?
Firstly, the industry would need to clearly understand that
when you enter such a relationship you are making a long-term
commitment. That means as an industry we would need to
commit, for example, 5000MT per annum to this joint venture year
on year, understanding that prices and demand may fluctuate.
We would take the good with the bad. We would need to
commit money to marketing, shelf space purchase, and be patient.
Good things take time.
There would be a silver lining though, and that comes in the
form of sales, cash flow and the knowledge that a percentage

of the manuka honey crop, part of the current surplus annually,
would be sold.
Establishing a clear set of rules for a joint venture operation
would be paramount. These would cover product handling,
processing, brand management, quality assurance and marketing
approach. Surely an entrepreneurial country with a strong primary
sector base like New Zealand can get this right?
WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE?
Perhaps it could take the form of a co-operative structure, will it
only cover manuka, or will it include other quality NZ mono-floral
honey varieties? This will need further thought. Are you prepared
to support such a strategy and would this be beneficial to your
business? Do we have other options on the table that are worthy of
consideration? As now is the time.
Anyhow, that’s enough for now and something to mull over as
we head into our next production season and yet another manuka
honey crop.
While I’m at it with the questions… have you sold your stock? If
no, something must change.
John Hartnell has over 40 years’ experience exporting honey, is the
managing director of honey export company Hartnell & Associates Ltd
and was a founding board member of Apiculture New Zealand.
What are your thoughts on this issue? Let us know, email
editor@apiadvocate.co.nz

Results you
can trust
Be confident with your honey, by testing with New Zealand’s leading
analytical test provider. We offer an extensive range of honey tests
with fast turnaround times, using the latest technology and methods,
providing IANZ accredited results you can trust.
Test your honey with the laboratory that’s 100% New Zealand owned
and operated.

0508 HILL LAB | hill-laboratories.com
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BeeGate. Kiwi beekeepers have
reported mixed results using
the newly registered varroa
miticide and so sales have been
paused in New Zealand, pending
an investigation from the
manufacturer.

BeeGate Pulled
A product which beekeepers hoped would provide an extra
weapon in their arsenal to fight varroa mite has been pulled
from distribution in New Zealand by both suppliers.
BeeGate, produced by Elanco (formerly Bayer) and distributed
through Ecrotek Beekeeping Supplies and New Zealand Beeswax,
will undergo “investigation” according to a statement released by
the manufacturer. Until the investigation is concluded supply of
the miticide, with the active ingredient of flumethrin and which is
applied to the entrance of beehives, has been paused.
“Initial product seeding with a limited number of local beekeepers
has resulted in both positive feedback and a few product
complaints. Elanco is currently investigating the complaints,”
Elanco’s statement says.
Despite gaining registration under the Agricultural Compounds
and Veterinary Medicines Act before its release last year – a
process which required field testing for efficacy, carried out by
Plant and Food Research – BeeGate was met with scepticism by
some beekeepers who questioned the effectiveness of an external

hive treatment. That scepticism appears to have been wellfounded following the mixed results and announcement to “pause”
sales of BeeGate.
Both supply companies will not be leaving customers in the lurch
though, with Ecrotek offering to exchange any BeeGate product
with fellow flumethrin-based treatment Bayvarol. NZ Beeswax will
provide a store credit or exchange for returned product.
Ecrotek notified its customers of the pause in sales via an email
in July which stated, “Although it’s been approved for use under an
ACVM registration, we’ve had some feedback from customer trials
that it’s not working as well in some conditions as we expected”.
Elanco, a global manufacturer of a range of animal healthcare
products, launched BeeGate in New Zealand late last year. How
high up their priority list further testing of the apiculture specific
product remains to be seen, with the manufacturer not putting a
time line on their investigations.
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Gavins Apiaries
– Four Generations and
109 Years in the Hives
In 1912 the now fourth generation family business of Gavins Apiaries
commenced when James John Gavin rode his horse up the Mangakahia Valley,
following the river, to catch a swarm of bees. Today Gavins Apiaries remains in
that same valley, 25 kilometres from Whangarei in sub-tropical Northland, with
a focus on honey production and the required supporting activities. MAGGIE
JAMES chatted with James’ grandson, who shares James John Gavin’s passion
for beekeeping as well as his name, but is known to most as John. He explains
how a focus on family, relationships, community involvement and the things
that truly matter are driving the Gavin Apiaries pride and philosophy.
Maggie James: What family members are currently involved in the
business and how many hives do you run?
John Gavin: Myself, my wife Cushla, son Liam and his wife Bianca.
We have had four generations living on site, a potential fifth
generation beekeeper arrived late last year. The family has lived
on the same property for 96 years. Working together as a family
has always given us a sense of pride.
We have 1300 hives, single decker brood boxes, through the mid
north (Northland).
How many labour units are involved in the beekeeping side of the
operation? Myself, Liam, plus one full-timer, Brendon Thompson
who has been with us 18 years, plus Pucky our part-timer.
You’re 57 years-old now, but was it your decision to become a
beekeeper or, being the third generation, was it expected of you?
It was absolutely my decision. Out of all my family, I spent more
time in the holidays working with my father. I did think of other
vocations very occasionally, but I left school with the idea of being
a beekeeper.
What about your son’s decision to become a beekeeper?
The decision was Liam’s. Firstly, he did a diesel mechanic
apprenticeship.
How many queens do you produce? Who do you produce for? We
produce enough queens for ourselves. We used to do a lot more
and we sold under Whiteline Queens. We were producing 15,000
to 18,000 mated laying queens per year, sold worldwide.

Four generations of the Gavin
family have kept hives in
Northland, spanning over a
century. Current residents of the
family property in Titoki are, from
left, John 57, Pat 80, Liam, 28, and
potential fifth generation apiarist,
seven-month-old daughter Rory.

Why did you stop rearing queens for sale? A couple of reasons. My
father, Terry, ran that side of the business. It was extremely labour
intensive and was starting to compromise his health. At the same
time, we felt the financial return didn’t meet the effort required.
(Terry was a life member of the National Beekeeping Association
and their president when varroa arrived in New Zealand).
Carniolan or Italian queens? We stick to Italian bees because
that is what we have always used. We have not gone down the
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Carniolan track. We are not against Carniolan bees, but the
Italians have always worked for us.
Do you always requeen with mated laying queens? No. We
primarily requeen with protected queen cells. We also requeen
with mated laying queens straight into some hives though.
What type of honey have you been producing the last ten years?
Manuka, kanuka, bush and dark pasture.
Do you extract your own honey and how do you sell? We run
our own full extracting facility and do not undertake contract
extraction. We sell our honey in bulk, although we do pack some
retail packs ourselves. Labelled as Gavins Honey, it is sold at the
gate and different outlets in Northland.
Post Covid – have prices increased, has availability altered, freight
costs increased? That is a difficult question. Some honey prices
have gone up and some are well down over the last couple of
years. Freight costs have gone up and this affects all our supplies.
Are you planning expansion? No, not myself, but my son Liam
might do so further down the track.
What has been the steadiest source of income over the last ten
years? Bulk honey.
Do you undertake paid pollination? We only do a little bit with
avocado and kiwifruit. It is not a top money earner for us.
Do you make your own woodware? Yes, probably 90%. We
have been making honey supers for 109 years, so we are really
streamlined, with only the odd black fingernail these days!
Looking back, what are some major changes in the business?
Things have changed. In the mid-1970s a lot of manuka went into
comb honey. Dad got into the comb honey business, one of the
first in New Zealand to get a decent price for manuka honey and
comb honey. It was really a way of increasing return from manuka.
Unfortunately, in the early 2000s, the cut comb boom burst.
What are some of things that have become more difficult?
Controlling varroa, competition from other beehives, general costs
of doing business e.g. compliance for export. I feel that MPI does

not do the best for beekeepers. Beekeepers do not seem to be
on the top of MPI’s agenda and they appear to continuously put
roadblocks in front of us.
How have Health and Safety regulations affected your operation?
We analyse tasks before undertaking them. Our H&S record is
good, so obviously things are working for us, and things have not
really changed.
How do you think the employer/employee relationship has
changed over the decades? This has not changed for us. We treat
staff no differently from ourselves, we treat them as an asset. We
have a great team.
We also have a good relationship with our landowners, some
who have also been in this community the same amount of time
as us. We have always been involved in our local community.
Where do you see the NZ beekeeping industry going? It continues
to be challenging times for the industry and we continue to adapt
our business to meet these challenges.
What vehicles are you running? We have two utes and one five
tonne truck with hydraulic arm. The two utes each do 25,000km
a year.
Are you thinking of getting an electric truck or vehicle? No. There
are no electric vehicles available suitable for our industry, nor
appropriate subsidies!
Over four generations in beekeeping, how has the amount of the
recreational time changed for the family? We spend more time
away from work than we have done in a long time. We know what
is coming and we get ready, analyse time management more and
plan, allowing us to get through the work more efficiently.
In 109 years of operating, Gavins Apiaries must have a quirky
story or two? In 1975 we packed five ton of Manuka honey into
aluminium toothpaste-like tubes to supply the NZ Army. These
tubes were put into their ration packs. After analyses of different
honeys, manuka was the honey stipulated to be used. This was at
a time when it was difficult to sell manuka, and light clover was the
premium honey. Terry made a comment back then with a smile,
that “one day the only place to get manuka would be in a health
store or on a pharmacy shelf”!

SINGLES FOR SALE
Minimum order 100 units
New queens / Full of bees / Excellent gear
Available November
10 years selling singles

Craig 0212389422
barrieshoney@farmside.co.nz

An accountant who understands
your business!
I’m a Blenheim-based chartered accountant,
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner
with all of my clients. What’s important to me
is understanding my clients’ business and
bringing that personal touch. Please contact
me confidentially and without obligation if
you’d like to discuss how I can assist you and
your business this year.

www.marrnz.com
Office: 03 929 3100
Mobile: 027 276 7682
Email: office@marrnz.com

Tweeddale’s Honey is a fourth
generation family run business
with beehives throughout the
central North Island.
Tweeddale’s produces bulk
honey such as Manuka, Kanuka,
Rewarewa, Kamahi, Bush and
Clover Honey. In addition
to honey, they also produce
propolis and beeswax.
Tweeddale’s are well known for
their quality green beehives.

Supplier of quality bulk honey,
packed honey, beeswax and propolis
Phone Conchita Tweeddale on 06 388 1217
or email dc.tweeddale@xtra.co.nz for more information.
25 Wharua Road, RD5, Taihape 4795
www.tweeddaleshoney.co.nz
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Working
with Willows:
best willows
to plant
Supplied by Linda Newstrom-Lloyd and
Angus McPherson, Trees for Bees NZ

Willows (Salix) are eminently useful on farms because they have
multiple uses, propagate easily by poles or cuttings, and provide
significant pollen for bees. Bee colonies coming out of winter rest
can build up brood extremely fast when they are working willows,
so beekeepers prioritise apiary sites near willows. Very few other
plants can out-perform willows in delivering plentiful high-quality
pollen and providing rapid pollen foraging efficiency for bees.

Tree lucerne or tagasaste (Chamaecytisus palmensis) finishes
flowering too early in the spring, although it does play an
important role from late winter to very early spring.
Although these alternatives to willow are excellent bee
forage, willows are the most practical to plant and maintain so
beekeepers often rely on willows as the best option for spring
build-up.

When bees are on willow pollen, the population build-up of bee
colonies can be so fast that beekeepers must watch out for bee
swarming and make colony splits accordingly. Such speedy and
reliable bee population build-up is critical to get bee colonies to
the right colony size for optimum pollination services and honey
harvesting. Crude protein content in the pollen is high – from 20 %
to well over 25% (unpublished data Trees for Bees NZ).
Few other bee forage plants are flowering so early in spring. One
alternative to willow is five finger (Pseudowintera arboreus), but it
does not grow readily in all types of climates and soil conditions;
and is prone to browse damage by possums and deer.
Other alternative species such as gorse (Ulex europaeus) and
broom (Cytisus scoparius) are invasive and both species are
restricted by regional council plant pest control programs. They
are not desirable plants for most farmers or conservationists and
are not recommended for planting for bees.

ADVANTAGES OF WILLOWS
Willows play an important role in agriculture and environmental
management. The New Zealand Poplar Willow Research Trust
(NZPWRT) has been breeding and providing high-quality willow
species and genotypes (genetically identical cuttings or poles) for
many years for farmers and landowners (contact Trevor Jones or
Ian McIvor at www.poplarandwillow.org.nz.)
Willow trees and shrubs are used on farms and public land for
land stabilisation, riparian protection, paddock shade and shelter,
and shelterbelts. Certain willow species are excellent for basket
making, especially Salix purpurea, S. viminalis and S. triandra. These
basket willows are called “osiers” because their long thin branches
bend easily (see www.willowworks.co.nz). Willows are also used
as fodder for livestock, particularly during drought periods. For
more information on which species or genotype to use see the
NZPWRT website.
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GETTING THE RIGHT TREE
We studied the willow species and genotypes growing in the living
willow collection of the NZPWRT in Palmerston North in 2014 and
2015. From our research there, we have listed the best selections of
male genotypes based on the highest levels of pollen production
(see Table 1).
When David Glenny of Landcare Research (Maanaki Whenua)
completed his research that produced an interactive online key to

identify willows, he incorporated all willow species and hybrids in
the NZPWRT collection (see www.treesforbeesnz.org/onlinetools).
A few names were modified during this research as reflected in
the online key, but to avoid confusion when ordering poles and
cuttings from NZPWRT, it is important to use the living collection
register PN number as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Selection of 26 male willow genotypes with high pollen production based on research by
Trees for Bees NZ in the NZ Poplar and Willow Research Trust living collection of willow genotypes.
NZPWRT Living
Genebank
Register Number

Botanical Name

Common Name

Mature
Height

Emergence of Leaf/Flower

PN 361

Salix alba

white willow

20 – 25 m

Simultaneous

PN 357

Salix alba

white willow

20 – 25 m

Simultaneous

PN 655

Salix alba 'Lichtenvoorde'

white willow

20 – 25 m

Simultaneous

PN 734

Salix nigra

black willow

10 – 30 m

Simultaneous

PN 735

Salix nigra

black willow;

10 – 30 m

Simultaneous

PN 733

Salix nigra

black willow

10 – 30 m

Simultaneous

PN 670

Salix pentandra 'Dark French'

bay-leaf willow, bay willow

5 – 17 m

Simultaneous

PN 669 *

" S. ""Aquatica Gigantea Korso""
( = Salix dasyclados 'Korso')"

osier, basket willow, silky osier,
hemp willow

3–6m

Flowers before leaves

PN 221 *

Salix purpurea

purple willow, purple osier

3–6m

Before, simultaneous, or after

PN 611

Salix purpurea 'Lancashire Dicks'

purple willow, purple osier

3–6m

Before, simultaneous, or after

PN 610

Salix purpurea 'Leicestershire Dicks'

purple willow, purple osier

3–6m

Before, simultaneous, or after

PN 382

Salix purpurea 'Links Dutch'

purple willow, purple osier

3–6m

Before, simultaneous, or after

PN 374

Salix triandra 'Black German'

almond-leaved willow

3–6m

Simultaneous

PN 710 *

Salix apennina

Apennine willow

5m

Simultaneous

PN 712 *

Salix basaltica

sage-lead willow

3–6m

Simultaneous

PN 233 *

Salix caprea

goat willow

8 – 10 m

Flowers before leaves

PN 376 *

Salix eriocephala

heart-leaved willow

6m

Leaves slighly before flowers

PN 385 *

Salix hookeriana

dune willow, coastal willow

8m

Flowers before leaves

PN 685

Salix hookeriana

dune willow, coastal willow

8m

Flowers before leaves

PN 688

Salix reinii

Miyama willow

1–3m

Simultaneous

PN 283 *

Salix udensis

Japanese fantail willow

5–8m

Flowers before leaves

PN 680

Salix ×dichroa (S. aurita × S. purpurea)

bicoloured willow

3–6m

Flowers before leaves

PN 215

Salix ×reichardtii (S. caprea × S. cinerea)

pussy willow

4–6m

Flowers before leaves

PN 714

Salix ×reichardtii (S. caprea × S. cinerea)

pussy willow

4–6m

Flowers before leaves

PN 305 *

Salix ×rubra (S. purpurea × S. viminalis)

red osier, green leaved willow

7–8m

Flowers before Leaves

PN 229 *

Salix aegyptiaca × S. caprea

musk willow

4m

Flowers before Leaves

Tree Willows

Basket Willows

Shrub Willows

Note NZPWRT = NZ Poplar and Willow Research Trust
Note * indicates a name change in the formal taxonomic identifications found in the NZ Willow Identification Key by David Glenny
(www.treesforbeesnz.org/online tools). The correct name is in the key but refer to the genotype by the PN-number to be sure to get the
right genotype from NZPWRT.
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The flowering times of the genotypes in Table 1 are shown in
Figure 1. The chart demonstrates that it is possible to extend the
willow flowering season to earlier months (e.g. S. aegyptiaca x
caprea flowers in July) and later months (e.g. S. pentandra flowers in

December). This diversity of willows will extend the willow foraging
season to six months from July to December; however, most of the
diversity of willow species flower from September through October
(Figure 1).

PN 229

Salix aegyptiaca × S. caprea

PN 215

Salix ×reichardtii (S. caprea
× S. cinerea)

PN 714

1
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Figure 1. Flowering Calendar for Selected Male Willow Genotypes listed in Table 1.
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PLANT MALES
Bees can collect pollen from male willows swiftly because male
catkins provide excellent landing platforms for bees to scramble
from one tiny floret to the next. The pollen is sticky, so bees quickly
pack huge pollen loads in their bee baskets on their hind legs
(called corbiculae) (Figure 2). Dry pollen that is not sticky is harder
for bees to collect and pack into pollen pellets.
Willows trees are unisexual with male and female flowers on
different trees. The male trees have only male flowers delivering
both pollen and nectar while the female trees have only female
flowers that deliver nectar but no pollen. The preference is to plant
male trees only because they nourish bees with both pollen and
nectar and reduce the risk of female willows spreading seeds.

Figure 2. Bee with large pollen loads
on a male catkin of Salix reinii.

Photo credits: Trees for Bees NZ team and students

The best willows to plant for bees are those willow species with
larger catkins (e.g. S. caprea, S. hookeriana) or longer catkins (e.g. S.
nigra, S. alba) since they allow faster pollen collection. Willows with
very high density of catkins on the branches (e.g., S. alba, PN655)
allow bees to collect great quantities of pollen from only one plant.
The tallest willow trees also deliver great quantities of pollen per
square meter of footprint such as the black willow (S. nigra) and the
white willow (S. alba) but the smaller multi-stemmed shrubs with
densely packed large catkins can also deliver vast quantities of
pollen per square meter (S. caprea, S. hookeriana).
Next month the Working with Willows series continues with a
look at how to best manage the invasive nature of some willow
species.
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CLUB CATCH-UP BROUGHT TO YOU BY HIVE WORLD NZ

Making Mead in
the Wine Capital
The profile and popularity of the honey-based
alcoholic beverage mead is slowly but steadily
growing in New Zealand. So, for this month’s
Club Catch-Up we drop in on a mead-making
session hosted by the Marlborough Beekeepers
Association (MBA) in Blenheim to learn a few
brewing tricks and meet the club based at the top
of the South Island.
World famous for is sauvignon blanc wines, Marlborough is a
province of great expertise and facilities in the art of winemaking
and brewing. On Sunday July 25 a group of about 20 local
beekeepers benefitted from that expertise as senior club
members demonstrated their favourite mead recipes, before
taste-testing some previously prepared tipples.
During the beekeeping season the MBA regularly gathers in
Blenheim at the shared site of the Marlborough Research Centre
and Nelson-Marlborough Institute of Technology, looking through
the club’s hives on site or enjoying presentations in the lecture
theatres. For the most recent gathering the location was more
appropriate than usual though, as club members got the benefit
of the Research Centre’s on-site winery where two mead brews of
about 20 litres each were laid down.
Club president Dion Mundy led off, calling on his knowledge
as not just an experienced home mead maker and beekeeper,
but also as a senior scientist at Plant and Food Research. Add
to that the home-grown nature of his key ingredients, that
being honey from the hives and hops from the garden of his Tua
Marina property which narrowly missed serious flood damage the
weekend prior, and the mead created has a story which marketers
could only dream of.
Mundy’s mixture had a combination of honey, malt, hop flavours
(through water briefly soaked in 100g of dried hops) and the
required amount of warm (about 20°C) water to fill the brewing
vessel, all topped off with yeast to get the fermentation process
underway. Getting the correct ratios of ingredients is essential to
ensure fermentation.
“Too sweet and the yeast dies, too dilute and you end up with
fizzy water,” Mundy explains.
“Hops impart bitterness, so this brew will be both bitter and
sweet on the pallet. That way it doesn’t just taste like cordial.”
Once soaked and drained the hops can be discarded – “pigs
love them, hens not so much, compost? Yes!”
The target alcohol volume for that first brew is about five
percent, while fellow club member Philip Vercoe demonstrated
brewing a more wine-like mead which would reach about 10
percent alcohol.
“If you are going to deviate from your recipe, be sure to write
down what you have done, because you can get very different
results,” Vercoe advises.

While the demonstrations are likely to create a few more home
brewers, the highlight of the day for many was trying out a few of
Vercoe’s meads, which garnered a favourable response from most.
The mead workshop was just one of many regular events the
MBA hosts, with get togethers held the last Sunday of the
month. On top of that, mentors are provided to new beekeepers
as required, the club has a manual honey extractor for hire,
every second year an “Introduction to Beekeeping” course is run
and there are events throughout the year, such as the mead
making workshop.
The association has about 40 members, mainly hobbyists, but
with a few commercial beekeepers, and Mundy says they are lucky
to have such a supportive venue as the Research Centre to base
the club.
It certainly makes a good location for a
mead making workshop, but now club
members must wait for the demonstration
brews to ferment – a process expected
to take about three weeks – before
the results can be judged.
“Worst case, you make vinegar!”
Mundy quips.
The Marlborough Beekeepers
Association invites new
members, via their website.
Around 20 members of the Marlborough
Beekeepers Association gathered for a meadmaking workshop and tasting at the well-suited
Marlborough Wine Research Centre in July.
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Beekeeper
Opinion Sought on
Glyphosate Use
New Zealand beekeepers are well aware of the ongoing debate
surrounding the use of the herbicide glyphosate, and so
Apiculture New Zealand (ApiNZ) is calling on all beekeepers
to help them form a response to the Environmental
Protection Authority’s (EPA) call for information.

The EPA is seeking public consultation on the use of glyphosate
in New Zealand and the effects of glyphosate on the environment
and people’s health, following ongoing debate both around the
world and in New Zealand. The agency says this is the first step in
deciding whether rules around its use should be changed.
ApiNZ wants to make sure beekeeper’s voices are heard on the
issue, so have designed a short online survey to gain insight from
apiarists to help the industry body form their response to the EPA.
They hope to gain a better understanding of how the apiculture
industry uses glyphosate products, its relationship with other
stakeholders, such as farmers and central and local government,
regarding its use, plus the economic, environment and health
impact of glyphosate in the industry.
New Zealand honey has come under greater scrutiny
internationally, particularly in Japan, after a story which
highlighted the existence of glyphosate residues – although well
under the food safety limit – made headlines in September 2020.
“We have been directly impacted by glyphosate residues in
honey, so it is important that we get a sense of how we can

contribute towards directing any policy,” ApiNZ chief executive
Karin Kos says.
“The EPA is very clear; their consultation is about understanding
use. I think we can help that debate by understanding use within
our own industry, but we also need to make them very aware
about the economic impact of glyphosate use.
“I think landowners and councils are more aware of the situation
and are up for talking more with beekeepers about their use of
glyphosate, but this is a first step to understanding use in New
Zealand.”
By completing the survey beekeepers are not just helping shape
ApiNZ’s submission to the EPA, but also providing information to
help educate the industry body going forward, Kos says.
While the ApiNZ survey is more concise than the EPA’s online
form, beekeepers have the option of providing information direct
to the EPA, through ApiNZ’s survey, or both.
The deadline for completing ApiNZ’s survey is Wednesday
August 11 and it can be found here.
Information can be provided direct to the EPA here, with a
deadline of 5pm Friday August 27.
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Keeping Bees in Residential
Areas, by Council –
Central North Island

This month PHIL EVANS continues his series of articles summarising Council’s
requirements for keeping beehives in residential, urban areas by detailing 13
Councils from the Central North Island.

In these areas, five Councils have (as best I could research) no
rules pertaining to beehives in residential or urban areas, while
eight have specific restrictions.

The following Councils have specific rules, and may require
permits and fees. Nuisance rules are included in the associated
bylaws for each Council.

Complaints about bees are managed under the bylaw stated for
each Council. This means the Council will investigate, and may
suggest changes to location, entrance direction, water availability,
fence height, or removal on a case-by-case basis.

NEW PLYMOUTH DISTRICT COUNCIL
Animals Bylaw 2020.
•
Hive Numbers
• <600m2 – 3 hives
• 600-750m2 – 5 hives
• >750m2 – 7 hives
•
To increase number of hives in urban areas, you must
contact NPDC.

Disclaimer – The information presented here should be used as a guide
only, and has been found on the Council’s websites and through contact
with Council staff. For full details of rules, restrictions, fees etc. for
keeping bees in your region, please contact your local Council.
The following councils have NO formal restrictions, other than
nuisance guidelines in their associated bylaws.
TAUPO DC
HASTINGS DC
HOROWHENUA DC
RUAPEHU DC
TARARUA DC

Animals Birds and Bees Bylaw 2016
Consolidated Bylaws October 2016
Animal Nuisance & Keeping of Pigs
Poultry & Bees Bylaw 2014
The Ruapehu Bylaw 2018
Chapter 13 - The Keeping of Animals,
Poultry and Bees

STRATFORD DISTRICT COUNCIL
Keeping of Animals, Poultry and Bees Bylaw 2020.
•
No restrictions on hive numbers, but no hives are permitted
on, adjacent to, or in close proximity to any parks or reserves
under the control of Stratford District, without written
permission from Council.
SOUTH TARANAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL
Keeping of Animals Bylaw 2018.
•
No hive can be positioned less than 10m from any boundary,
urban or rural.
•
2 hives only on sections under 2000m2.
•
Hives no higher than 1.2m.
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WHANGANUI DC
Keeping of Animals, Poultry and Bees Bylaw 2020.
Urban Areas
•
Water Source required, 2 hives only on urban properties.
•
Hive must be registered with Council.
•
Location at least 3m from boundaries and footpaths, or 10m
from neighbouring dwellings.
•
Flyway barrier of 1.8m high for hives less than 8m from
boundary. Barrier must extend either side of hives by same
distance in front of hives.
•
Resource consent for any fence or barrier over 1.8m high.
Non-urban areas
•
Hives must be 40m from any boundary, roadside, public
place, right of way.
•
Bees must fly above 1.8m at boundary.
CENTRAL HAWKES BAY DISTRICT COUNCIL
Part 13 - The Keeping of Animals, Poultry and Bees 2018.
•
No bees shall be kept in any urban area.
NAPIER CITY COUNCIL
Animal Control Bylaw 2014.
•
Permit required for all urban hives. No cost.
•
New rules as of 2021:
• Property inspection & neighbour interviews required
• <500m2 – 1 hive
• >500m2 – 2 hives

WAIROA DISTRICT COUNCIL
Consolidated Bylaw 2019 Part 3 – Public Safety.
Conflicting info from Council staff and bylaw. Staff say hives are
“banned” in urban areas, and that urban areas are not suitable for
bees. The Bylaw states a permit is required, plus the usual nuisance
requirements.
GISBORNE DISTRICT COUNCIL
Bylaw Keeping of Animals Poultry and Bees 2012.
Gisborne DC is potentially the most restrictive council in the
country.
•
Hive Numbers
• < than 600m2 – no hives
• 600m2 and 900m2 – 1 hive
• 900m2 or more – 2 hives
• 3 beehives may be kept on properties over 900m2 where
		 no dwellings or sensitive uses exist on adjoining properties
•
Rural townships – a maximum of 2 beehives on the property.
•
Fence height of 2.5m.
•
Water trough required.
•
Inspections must be at times agreed with neighbours.
•
Splits must be removed to maintain numbers as above.
• Splits made between March & August removed by
		 30th September.
• Splits made between September & February removed
		 within 6 weeks.

PYRAMID APIARIES
QUALITY ITALIAN QUEENS

Get your spring
orders in before
they all go!
MATED QUEENS
Book now for Spring:
October - sold out
November onwards
- taking orders

VIRGIN QUEENS,
CELLS, NUCS
Available from August

MARLBOROUGH BASED
C O M M E R C I A L LY & T E R T I A R Y T R A I N E D B E E K E E P E R S
NO STAFF, JUST HANDS-ON OWNERS
Nationwide overnight delivery of mated & virgin queens // Cells and nucs via pick-up only

P & L DAWKINS
pyramid.apiaries@gmail.com
027 383 7278
www.pyramidapiaries.co.nz
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